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once service pack 4 is installed, the following additional updates are available: microsoft security bulletin ms03-002 microsoft security bulletin ms03-006 microsoft security bulletin ms03-007 microsoft security bulletin ms03-008 microsoft security bulletin ms03-009 microsoft security bulletin ms03-012 microsoft
security bulletin ms03-015 microsoft security bulletin ms03-016 microsoft security bulletin ms03-016 microsoft security bulletin ms03-032 * ms03-012 is the cumulative security update. microsoft recommends installing this update only after installing service pack 4 and all other applicable security updates. the

use of "cumulative" in this bulletin is with respect to the security updates. there are some subtle changes, but we recommend to use the service pack first and then apply the cumulative update. for windows must be at least windows xp sp2 (win2k) version. windows 2000 sp4 (win2k) or later. for unix-like must be
at least redhat 6.2 (suse linux) version. must be at least solaris 8 (sun os) version. for macintosh os must be at least mac os x 10.3 (leopard). for virtualization platforms must be at least virtual pc version 5.5. for macintosh os x must be at least 10.4 (snow leopard). for win2k must be at least windows 2000 sp4

(win2k) or later. for unix-like must be at least redhat 6. for win2k must be at least windows 2000 sp4 (win2k) or later. for unix-like must be at least redhat 6.
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on the other hand, i can't deny i'm a bit obsessive in my search for "death drops" -- those unexpected upgrades that cause problems. so, i rolled up my sleeves and dove into the supporting documentation for the new service pack. and voila, a jewel fell into my hand: a web article that delineated how to do
everything properly. essentially, microsoft sends out a list to the computer manufacturers of the individual fixes and patches for the newest service packs. if you use the windows update client, you will see a notification that the update is available and that you should download it from the microsoft web site. if not,
simply right-click on the service pack package (usually a folder with a name like win2k-kbxxxx-xxxx.exe) and choose "update (manually)," and then follow the prompts. when you encounter this error, you should also visit the microsoft support web site for the service pack, download all the necessary files for your
system (win2k-kbxxxx-xxxx.exe, win2k-kbxxxx-xxxx.msu), and copy the files to a thumb drive or cd. after that, you're in good shape. now that the system is patched, you can install the rest of the new features in windows 2000 service pack 4. these include drag-and-drop and printing improvements, the ability to

use plug-and-play devices, a new web browsing helper tool, new file associations, and a program called outlook express. i've provided a link for you to purchase microsoft's hotfixes through the microsoft product key system. click the link below to start the process. you will be able to install and update your
computer with full support from microsoft. 5ec8ef588b
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